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How to connect my onkyo receiver to the internet

I'm trying to connect my onkyo tx nr 515 to my router via an eithernet cable ive now tried two routers and three cables and it wont connect. Any help will be greatly appriciated. For those that care the router is an o2 wireless box II Hi Dave. There appears to be no connectivity at all. Although from what you appear to be saying I will also need my
computer powered up to use the internet connection on the reciver? No. You would only need the PC to be on for streaming music (server). I use asset UpnP for when I stream to the av receiver. Does the av receiver have an IP address? It could be something to do with mac filtering. Unfortunately I don't have an Onkyo receiver so am not familiar with
the menus. Have you accessed your router using the web setup and checked if your av receiver is connected (mac address)? Thanks for the reply Dave, I had a look last night at the Router to see what was connected and it wasn't registering anything other than the sky box. I have to admit I`m not that much of a techie. so i`m not looking forward to
trying to figure this out.... I was sooo hoping for plug and play. and this is before i`ve even considered streaming from my computer :S Ok looking at the router and it only recognised the sky plus box. Nothing else plugged into the eithernet ports is recognised. I now have no idea what to do :s Ok looking at the router and it only recognised the sky plus
box. Nothing else plugged into the eithernet ports is recognised. I now have no idea what to do :s Have you accessed the web based setup of your router? Try the network forum or contact O2 for help. Have you tried connecting the sky box to another port to check that the other ports are working? Do you have another router to try? I ve tried another
router although im not sure it was working. Have tried many cables in all the ports. Ive loooked in my router setup in the browser but I got confused :-( I ve tried another router although im not sure it was working. Have tried many cables in all the ports. Ive loooked in my router setup in the browser but I got confused :-( Don't despair. If nobody is
able to help in this forum, I would suggest posting a message in the receiver owners thread specifically asking about the network setup and a separate thread in the networking forum about your router. I'm sure you will get a solution. Networking problems can be a pain but I'm surprised that your AVR isn't showing up on the router. I suspect the
problem lies with the router so in my opinion you are going to have to get to grips with the web setup. I fully intend to get to grips with the problem thanks for the help. Welcome to AVF. The 515 should link to the network without a problem so let us have full details of your equipment and what goes wrong. My opinions expressed here do not
represent those of AV Forums or associated websites - Samsung 55" QLED TV, Sky Q, Fransat, Zappix, Techno 5402/6800/6900/2T, Protek 9770, Onkyo TX-NR646, Sony UHDBR, Tosh HD, S HDD, T DVD/VHS, Th FV, Harmony 300-525-One-900-1100-Touch-Ultimate-Elite-Control, Neeo, SofaBaton, Broadlink I have purchased a Belkin Wireless dongle
for the wireless connection to my router. This dongle connects to the Ethernet port, and is powered by the USB port. I have managed to have the 515 connect to internet after a factory reset, although I have not had any success listening to any service. I was presented with the menu for the various internet radio services, but wasn't able to find any
available channels. At this point the remote stops responding, and I am not able to back out to the menu, and am forced to power down to get the 515 responding again. If I enter setup, it will search forever for the network. Although the sales guy showed me this working in-store, the wireless android app also fails to identify the 515. Sigh. I have
ordered the UWF-1 and await delivery, as its possibly as simple as using the genuine Onkyo wireless LAN Adapter. I am hoping so. I have purchased a Belkin Wireless dongle for the wireless connection to my router. This dongle connects to the Ethernet port, and is powered by the USB port. I have managed to have the 515 connect to internet after a
factory reset, although I have not had any success listening to any service. I was presented with the menu for the various internet radio services, but wasn't able to find any available channels. At this point the remote stops responding, and I am not able to back out to the menu, and am forced to power down to get the 515 responding again. If I enter
setup, it will search forever for the network. Although the sales guy showed me this working in-store, the wireless android app also fails to identify the 515. Sigh. I have ordered the UWF-1 and await delivery, as its possibly as simple as using the genuine Onkyo wireless LAN Adapter. I am hoping so. Third party wireless dongles tend not to work well
with AV receivers because you cannot load specific drivers for such dongles onto the AV receiver. The proprietary wifi dongles as sold by the AV receiver's manufacturers are no different to the third party dongles in terms of their hardware, but the dongle will have the correct driver loaded onto the receiver and this driver can and will be upgraded if
or when required by Onkyo. All-in-all, don't use a wireless connection wherever possible. Hardwired connections are always more preferable and provide for a more stable network connection. I have purchased a Belkin Wireless dongle for the wireless connection to my router. This dongle connects to the Ethernet port, and is powered by the USB port.
Ah, right, I was referring to wired connections - mine works fine that way. It's just one of several wired devices and one or two wireless devices on the network. My opinions expressed here do not represent those of AV Forums or associated websites - Samsung 55" QLED TV, Sky Q, Fransat, Zappix, Techno 5402/6800/6900/2T, Protek 9770, Onkyo TXNR646, Sony UHDBR, Tosh HD, S HDD, T DVD/VHS, Th FV, Harmony 300-525-One-900-1100-Touch-Ultimate-Elite-Control, Neeo, SofaBaton, Broadlink Its a bit tough to get getting a LAN cable to my setup so I'm pretty keen to have that working. Since my last post I found a thread discussing a home automation product on the same wireless network
was preventing the 515 having network access... that got me thinking that one of my other devices was causing the issue. So I powered down my Telstra T-Box, my XBOX 360, and my Kogan Internet TV box, leaving just my Apple TV 2 and Blueray DVD connected. Works perfectly! Its late here, so I'll work out which one is the culprit tomorrow, but I'm
suspecting the Telstra box is the one. Thankyou guys for such quick responses! I must say I really love the 515. I just retired my Yamaha DSP-A1 amp for the time being. Awesome power amp, but its all S-Video and no HDMI. It needs repair, but some day I'll get around to getting it fixed and look for a decent pre-amp to use it with. But in the
meantime, this beasty will do just fine. Loads of things to toy with, and it seems to tick every box for me right now! It even operates the Apple TV right out of the box when connected to the PC input! Happy with the remote, and wondering if the Harmony One is still going to used. I've only just set this up yesterday, so still some config to go yet! Yes, I
find the 515 satisfactory also. The same applies to the Harmonys - much better to use their activities than any original remote. My opinions expressed here do not represent those of AV Forums or associated websites - Samsung 55" QLED TV, Sky Q, Fransat, Zappix, Techno 5402/6800/6900/2T, Protek 9770, Onkyo TX-NR646, Sony UHDBR, Tosh HD,
S HDD, T DVD/VHS, Th FV, Harmony 300-525-One-900-1100-Touch-Ultimate-Elite-Control, Neeo, SofaBaton, Broadlink How To Connect Onkyo Receiver To Wifi? 800 600 Louis Louis March 7, 2022 March 7, 2022 Is your Onkyo receiver not connecting to network? Maybe we can help you with this problem. We will try to help you connect your Onkyo
receiver to Wi-Fi router (aka Wireless LAN) network. Try each step separately before moving to the next step.1. Did you try unplugging and plugging in the router and the receiver? Then try rebooting the router.2. Make sure the network settings on your Onkyo receiver are correct. Check SSID, encryption and WEP.3. The format of your SSID may not
be correct. Multi-byte characters are sometimes not supported. Try renaming the SSID of your wireless LAN router using single-byte alphanumeric characters only and try again. Use only lowercase letters.4. You might be getting a weak connection. Make sure there are no obstacles between your router and receiver. The distance between router and
receiver may also be too much. Also metallic objects could also interfere. Best practice is to have router and receiver in the same room.5. The wireless signal may not be good enough for your particular setup. Try connecting the router and you Onkyo receiver directly with an Ethernet cable. You would have to change the WI-Fi in Network Setup to
Off.6. Microwave ovens and other appliances maybe interfering with the signal such as gaming consoles. Unplug the nearby appliances and see if it works. If it works you will need to move the interfering appliances away from the receiver.7. Try changing the channel of your Wi-Fi router. You would need the instruction manual that came with the
router to know how to do this.8. Too many access points in your network. You might have to separate each access point.9. Check the wireless LAN router settings. It may be on Manual. Return it to Auto. If it’s already on Auto try Manual.10. Make sure the router is not on stealth mode. This will allow you to see the SSID key.We hope this
helped.Sponsored [wp-stealth-ads rows="3" mobile-rows="3"]
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